
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR TRANSITION
 
I have been offered an amazing opportunity to serve as NHF’s new Manager of
National Chapter Operations where I will help the bleeding disorders community in
a different way - using everything I've learned in my role with the Nevada Chapter
to help foster a stronger chapter network and support chapter leaders across the
country. The strength and success of the chapter network is of utmost importance
to NHF. This new role will help support the Nevada Chapter as well as other
chapters as we navigate a changing world. 
 
NHF and the Nevada Chapter Advisory Board are committed to making sure this is
a smooth and positive transition, allowing the Nevada Chapter to continue its high
level of quality programming and support for the Nevada Bleeding Disorders
Community. That being said, we greatly appreciate our communities' support and
patience during the transition. Those looking to help and willing to volunteer for our
summer programs and The Unite For Bleeding Disorders Walks can sign-up at 
https://hfnv.org/get-involved/volunteer/. 

I will remain in the Executive Director role until a highly qualified candidate is
selected and will continue to provide support as they onboard. NHF has started the
candidate search process and is hopeful to select a new Nevada Chapter
Executive Director to start by August 2021.
 
Please continue to reach out to me at bvandeusen@hemophilia.org or 702-564-
4368 for any chapter related questions or concerns. 
 
On a personal note, I cannot express how much gratitude I have for the Nevada
Bleeding Disorders Community. You have taught me so much about navigating life
with a bleeding disorder. I have been overwhelming impressed with your resilience,
dedication to others, and ability to be a stronghold of love and support for each
other. I will miss working with our advocates, volunteers, young people, and
community leaders on a daily basis. While I am leaving the Chapter, I will still be
supporting the chapter network and look forward to staying connected as best I can
to our amazing Nevada community. 
 
Sincerely,
 
Betsy VanDeusen

As Always, NHFNV is committed to serving you, your family and Nevada's
Bleeding Disorders Community. 
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